
Classical Hollywood Cinema (1908-1927)

American Mutoscope & Biograph
• Competition to Edison’s company
• Edison sued AM&B but failed

 1908
• Edison and AM&B form Motion Picture Patents Company (MPPC)
• Made up of 10 firms
• Locations in New York, New Jersey, and Chicago
• Unsuccessful in eliminating competition
• US Government sued MPPC in 1912 
• 1915 declared a monopoly

1910-1920
• Independent companies and members of MPPC begin moving to California
• Better climate for filming year around
• Variety of terrains – mountains, ocean, desert, city – for location shooting
• Demand for films so great no single studio can meet it
• Before 1920 American industry creates structure that would continue for decades: 

o a few large studios
o individual artists under contract
o peripheral group of independent producers

• Gradually smaller studios merge to form the large firms that still exist today:
o Paramount
o MGM
o Fox Film Corporation
o Warner Brothers
o Universal

• In competition but working together realizing no one firm could satisfy the market
• Within this system of mass-production studios, the American cinema became definitively 

oriented toward narrative form

D. W. Griffith



• Begins directing career in 1908
• Over next 5 years makes hundreds of one and two-reelers (15/30 minute films)

o Complex narratives in a short span
o Developed and popularized crosscutting between rescuers and victims in 

adventure films
• 1915 – Birth of a Nation
• 1916 – Intolerance
• Now creating long sequences by cutting among several different locales
• Directing actors in an unusual way, concentrating camera closer than many of his 

contemporaries, framing actors in medium long or medium shots. 
• Enormous impact on film – particularly Soviet Montage style of the 1920s

Cecil B. De Mille
• Created feature-length dramas and comedies
• Would become known for historical epics
• 1915 – The Cheat 

o Reflects important changes in the studio style between 1914 and 1917
 Glass-roofed studios change to artificial lighting
 chiaroscuro lighting – only one or two bright sources of light and now 

light fill (Rembrandt lighting)
 Influenced French Impressionist filmmakers
 Growing formal complexity in film

1909-1917
• Development of basic continuity principals

o Eyeline matches
o Shot-reverse-shot sometimes used
o Axis-of-Action rule: 180-Degree Rule

1920s
• Hollywood Cinema developed into a sophisticated movement
• Remarkably standardized
• Most actors/directors find it hard to stay independent – join studios
• During this time alternate kinds of film being made in other countries


